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Aspects of largeN gauge theory dynamics as seen by string theory
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In this paper we explore some of the features of largeN supersymmetric and nonsupersymmetric gauge
theories using Maldacena’s duality conjectures. We show that the resulting strong coupling behavior of the
gauge theories is consistent with our qualitative expectations of these theories. Some of these consistency
checks are highly nontrivial and give additional evidence for the validity of the proposed dualities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The newest, and perhaps most interesting, of the dual
of string theory is that conjectured by Maldacena, which
lates the largeN expansion of conformal field theory ind
dimensions to string theory in a AdSd113M spacetime
background@where AdSd11 is (d11)-dimensional anti–de
Sitter space andM is a compact space# @1#. The dictionary
that relates these dual descriptions identifies the 1/N expan-
sion of the field theory to the perturbative expansion of
string theory, and the strong coupling expansion of the fi
theory to thea8 expansion of the string theory. This conje
ture offers the exciting possibility of using perturbativ
string theory to explore the largeN limit of field theory.

The simplest case of Maldacena’s conjecture is the dua
between largeN supersymmetric, conformally invarian
SU(N) gauge theory in four dimensions~with couplinggY M

2 )
and type IIB string theory expanded about an AdS53S5

background. Here the string coupling,gst , is proportional to
gY M

2 ; N equals, in string theory, the magnitude of the fiv
form flux on the five-sphere; and (gY M

2 N)1/4 is proportional
to the radius of curvature of the background AdS5 space.
One can therefore hope to calculate gauge theory correla
functions, for largeN and large (l5gY M

2 N), in terms of
weak coupling string theory in the semiclassic
approximation—i.e. supergravity.

The precise relation between the gauge theory correla
functions and the supergravity effective action has b
given by@2,3#, following earlier works@4#. In particular this
prescription determines the dimensions of operators in c
formal field theory in terms of the masses of particle in t
string theory. This correspondence has been checked fo
duality between SU(N) gauge theory in four dimensions an
type IIB string theory expanded about an AdS53S5 back-
ground, where it was shown that there is a precise corres
dence between the chiral fields of the conformal gau
theory and the finite mass string states in the above lim
including the complete infinite tower of massive Kaluz
Klein states of ten-dimensional supergravity on the 5-sph
@5,6#.
0556-2821/98/58~10!/106002~12!/$15.00 58 1060
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In @7,8#, it was shown that the strong coupling limit of th
large Wilson loop for largeN can be evaluated using sem
classical string theory, thereby obtaining the interaction
ergy between infinitely massive quarks and anti-quarks@ex-
ternal sources in the fundamental representation of SU(N)],
separated by distanceR as

Eqq̄52
4p2

G~1/4!4

A2l

R
, ~1!

a result that is completely consistent with our limited und
standing of the gauge theory, wherein the 1/R behavior is
dictated by conformal invariance. The proportionality toAl
suggests that the Coulomb force is somewhat reduced f
the weakly coupled value ofl. Similar calculations have
been performed for the monopole-monopole and monop
quark potential, yielding, as expected,S-dual expressions
@9#.

One can regard Maldacena’s duality as realizing the lo
sought goal of finding the master field representation of la
N gauge theory correlation functions. What is most surp
ing from this point of view is that the master field lives in
compactified ten-dimensional space-time, and correspond
supersymmetric type IIB string theory. That there should
ist a string representation of theN54 conformally invariant
large N gauge theory is somewhat surprising, since the
ditional arguments for such a representation have been
confining theories, whereas here we have a string theory
the Coulomb phase of the gauge theory. Thus, even tho
the Wilson loop is given by the minimal area classical stri
configuration spanning the loop, the fact that the loop c
meander into the extra dimensions and the nature of the
ometry of AdS space lead to a 1/R potential in this case.

Although the duality between SU(N) gauge theory in four
dimensions and type IIB string theory expanded about
AdS53S5 background is of great academic interest, the m
exciting extension of Maldacena’s conjecture is to no
supersymmetric gauge theories, especially to the physic
relevant case of four-dimensional, non-supersymme
©1998 The American Physical Society02-1
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gauge theory—namely QCD4. As Witten has shown@10#, it
is reasonable to extend the conjecture to cases where s
symmetry is broken, thereby obtaining properties of no
supersymmetric gauge theories in the largeN limit. For ex-
ample, one can easily extend the duality to discuss the fi
temperature behavior of theN54 gauge theory, by compac
tifying the ~Euclidean! time direction of the background
space time of AdS on a circle of radius}1/temperature, in
which case supersymmetry is broken by the boundary c
ditions on the circle. One can argue that, since supersym
try is broken, the fermions and the scalars acquire a m
and, at least for large temperature decouple, thus yieldin
duality to high temperature QCD. Witten showed that in t
case one derives many of the expected features of high
perature gauge theory; including a non-zero expecta
value of temporal~Polyakov! loops, an area law for spatia
Wilson loops and a mass gap~i.e. a magnetic mass!.

Finally, Witten has proposed a strategy to study ordin
four dimensional QCD at zero temperature using str
theory@10#. This can be done by using Maldacena’s conje
ture to relate the largeN limit of the SU(N)-type (2,0)
theory in R6 to M theory on AdS73S4 and dimensionally
reducing these to four dimensions.~Throughout this paper
we consider theories on Euclidean signature spaces,
AdS7 here means its Euclideanized version.! To do this and
to break the supersymmetry one sets the (2,0) theory oS1

3S13R4 with supersymmetry breaking boundary conditi
on the fermions around one of theS1’s.

An obvious candidate for itsM theory dual would be
obtained by periodically identifying points on AdS7 corre-
sponding to the periodicity’s of theS13S1 and by imposing
the supersymmetry breaking boundary condition on the
mions by hand. There is, however, another candidate wh
obeys the same boundary condition. It is the anti–de S
Schwarzschild solution constructed by Hawking and P
~for AdS4 case! @15#. The supersymmetry breaking bounda
condition is automatically imposed by the Schwarzschild
ometry. It turned out that the classical action for the A
Schwarzschild solution is smaller than that of the vacu
AdS7, and therefore is dominant in the largeN limit @10#.

To make contact with four dimensional QCD we mu
shrink the radii of the two circles to zero in a certain limit.
this construction, the six-dimensional~2,0! theory is re-
garded as a regularization of the four-dimensional QCD. T
ultraviolet cut-off scale is therefore set by the size of t
compact spaceS13S1.

Denote the radius of the supersymmetry preserving ci
by R1 and that of the supersymmetry breaking one byR2.
The gauge coupling constantgY M of QCD4 is given by the
ratio of the radiigY M

2 5R1 /R2. In the ’t Hooft limit, where
one keepsgY M

2 N to be finite, the circleSR1

1 shrinks to zero as

one takesN→`. This corresponds to the IIA limit ofM
theory asSR1

1 is the supersymmetry preserving circle. The

fore one could have started with the theory onN D4 branes
in the IIA theory, wrapped around a circle with nonsupe
symmetric boundary conditions, rather than the s
dimensional theory. We will take this approach througho
the paper. QCD is then regarded as the dimensional re
10600
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tion of the five dimensional theory at high temperature, w
coupling gY M

2 5g5
2T, whereg5 is the five dimensional cou

pling andT the temperature~inverse radius! of the circle.
Witten has argued that Wilson loops exhibit a confini

area law behavior in this geometry for largeN and large
gY M

2 N. However, as he points out, this does not establish
QCD is a confining theory. The gauge theory so construc
has an ultraviolet cutoff (}T) and the couplinggY M should
be thought of as the bare coupling at distances correspon
to 1/T. The string tension will turn out, for largel5gY M

2 N
~as we shall show below!, to be proportional tolT2. To
construct four dimensional QCD we must take

T→` and l→
b

lnS T

LQCD
D , ~2!

whereLQCD is the QCD mass scale. Presumably we wou
find, were we able to calculate the smalll behavior of the
tension, that the tension behaves as exp@22b/l#T2;LQCD

2 .
This calculation is beyond our control at the moment. F
smalll the background geometry develops singular behav
and the supergravity approximation surely breaks down.
deal with this continuum limit one would have to be able
calculate the properties of string theory with backgrou
Ramond-Ramond~R-R! charge in a rather singular back
ground.

Thus, for the time being, the Maldacena-Witten conje
ture only informs us about the behavior of largeN QCD,
with a fixed ultraviolet cutoff in the strong coupling~largel)
regime. The resulting physics should be compared best w
strong coupling lattice gauge theory, where the lattice sp
ing a is analogous to 1/T, the radius of the fifth dimension
What is remarkable here is that the short distance cut
unlike in the case of lattice, does not destroy the rotationa
Lorentz symmetry of the theory. Indeed, at short distan
we see a higher dimensional theory with more symme
indeed enough symmetry to render the theory finite. We
using the six dimensional, ultraviolet finite,~2,0! theory to
define the theory in the ultraviolet, yet its infrared behav
should be qualitatively the same as QCD.

In this paper we shall explore some of the features
largeN supersymmetric and nonsupersymmetric gauge th
ries using the above duality conjectures. We shall show
the resulting strong coupling behavior of the gauge theo
is, in all cases, consistent with our qualitative expectations
these theories. Some of these consistency checks are h
nontrivial and give additional evidence for the validity of th
proposed dualities.

First we shall explore, in the next section, the connec
correlation function of Wilson loops. This kind of calculatio
can be used for many purposes among which are the ev
ation of the electric mass~or screening length! of high tem-
perature QCD, the glue ball spectrum of confining gau
theories and the demonstration that in the confining phas
QCD monopoles are condensed. In particular we outline h
the glueball spectrum of this version of strong coupling QC
could be calculated.
2-2
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ASPECTS OF LARGEN GAUGE THEORY DYNAMICS AS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 58 106002
In Sec. III, we generalize the discussion of QCD to t
case where theu parameter is non-zero and argue that
can demonstrate oblique confinement.

In Sec. IV we generalize the evaluation of Wilson loo
in the fundamental representation to higher representati
Here we find that the string theory naturally produces
behavior of higher representations that we would expect
confining theory—a result that depends critically on the m
ter field being described by fermionic strings.

In Sec. V we argue that one can also use the duality
discuss heavy quark baryonic states and determine the e
tive energy ofN fundamental representation quarks in a s
glet state for largeN. The construction of the baryon is po
sible because of the Chern-Simons term in the action
supergravity on AdS. The same arguments allow us to sh
that the interaction energy between any finite number
quarks is zero for the conformally invariant supersymme
four dimensional gauge theory and infinite for the confini
theory.

Finally, we conclude with a discussion of the possibil
of a largeN phase transition. If such a phase transition ex
the power of the conjectured duality would be significan
weaker.

While this paper was being typed, we learned of the w
@11# where a similar construction of baryons is given.

II. CONFINEMENT, MONOPOLE CONDENSATION AND
GLUEBALL

In this section, we first review the works@10,12–14#
where it was shown how confinement in strong coupl
QCDp can be seen in the dual description based on A
supergravity. In particular, they demonstrated the area
behavior of the Wilson loop expectation value. We then d
cuss implications of this result and clarify an issue that w
raised in@12–14# on the apparent divergence of the elect
and magnetic masses. It turns out that this is related to
computation of the mass gap suggested in@10#. We discuss
how one can compute glueball masses in this descriptio

According to Maldacena’s conjecture@1,16#, the
(p11)-dimensional maximally supersymmetric gau
theory realized as the low energy dynamics ofN Dp branes
(p<5) is dual to type II string theory on the near horizo
geometry of the Dp brane, as given by

l s
22ds25A gN

u72p
du21Au72p

gN (
i 50

p

dxi
2

1AgNup23dV82p
2 , ~3!

where l s is the string length,dV82p is the line element of
S82p, andg is related to the Yang- Mills coupling constan
We have neglected numerical factors that are not relevan
the following discussion. ForpÞ3, the dilatonf depends on
u and is given by

ef5gS gN

u72pD ~32p!/4

. ~4!
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In particular, forp53, the near horizon geometry~3! is AdS
and the dilaton~4! is constant, corresponding to the fact th
the theory on D3 brane is conformal.

Witten @10# proposed to study non-supersymmetric QCp
by compactifying the supersymmetric theory in (p11) di-
mensions on a circle and break the supersymmetry by imp
ing anti-periodic boundary conditions on the fermions. In t
dual type II theory this corresponds to considering the A
Schwarzschild geometry

l s
22ds25A gN

u72p

du2

12u0
72p/u72p

1Au72p

gN
~12u0

72p/u72p!dt21Au72p

gN (
i 51

p

dxi
2

1AgNup23dV82p
2 , ~5!

with the dilaton f given by Eq. ~4!. We can regard
(t,x1 ,..,xp) as coordinates for the (p11)-dimensional
gauge theory. To make the horizon atu5u0 regular, the
coordinatet has to be periodically identified ast→t11/T
with T being related tou0 by

u05~gNT2!1/~52p!. ~6!

Since the circle in thet direction is contractible atu5u0, the
boundary condition on the fermions around the circle is
tomatically anti-periodic, breaking the supersymmetry. F
largeT, the (p11)-dimensional theory becomes effective
p-dimensional, the fermions and scalars decouple, and
theory should resemble QCDp in the infra-red.

If QCDp is confining, the vacuum expectation value of t
Wilson loop operatorW(C) should exhibit area law behav
ior. In @10,12,13# this was shown to be the case, for larg
gN, by evaluating the classical action of string world she
bounded by a loop onRp located atu5`. Because of the
u-dependent factorAu72p/gN in front of ( idxi

2 in the met-
ric ~5!, it is energetically favorable for the world sheet
drop near the horizonu5u0 before spreading out in theRp

direction. At the horizon, theu-dependent factor becomes

Au0
72p

gN
5~gN!1/~52p!T~72p!/~52p!, ~7!

where we used Eq.~6!. Therefore the area dependent part
the Wilson loop expectation value becomes

^W~C!&5exp„2~gN!1/~52p!T~72p!/~52p!A~C!…, ~8!

whereA(C) is the area bounded by the loopC. Since the
QCDp coupling constantgY M is related tog by gY M

2 5gT,
the string tension derived from the above formula is

~ tension!p5~gY M
2 N!1/~52p!T~62p!/~52p!. ~9!

For p53,4, this agrees with the formulas derived in@12,13#.
~See Fig. 1.!
2-3
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DAVID J. GROSS AND HIROSI OOGURI PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 106002
In four dimensions, it is expected that confinement is
sociated with magnetic monopole condensation. It is inter
ing to see that this in fact happens in this construction.1 To
discuss QCD4, we start with the five-dimensional theory o
D4 branes. The magnetic monopole in five dimensions
string which is realized as a D2 brane ending on a D4 br
@17,18#. The monopole in four dimensions is obtained
wrapping the string around the compactifyingS1. It is now
straightforward to compute the potential between a mo
pole (m) and an anti-monopole (m̄). Consider a pair ofm
andm̄ traveling along thex1-axis in R4 and separated inx2
direction by distanceL. In the largegN limit, the force be-
tween them is mediated by a D2 brane bounded byS1 times
the trajectories ofm and m̄, which are located atu5`.
Away from the boundaries, the D2 brane can spread in thu
direction. In its classical configuration,u would be a function
of x2 only because of the symmetry of the problem. If we u
(t,x1 ,x2) as the coordinates on the D2 brane, the indu
metric on the brane is then

Gt,t5A u3

gNS 12
u0

3

u3D
G115A u3

gN
,

G225AgN

u3

~du/dx2!2

12u0
3/u3

1A u3

gN
. ~10!

By taking into account the dilaton configuration~4!, which in
this case is

ef5gS u3

gND 1/4

, ~11!

the D2 brane action per unit length in thex1 direction be-
comes

Emm̄5E
0

L

dtdx2e2fAGttG11G22

1While this work was in progress, we received@14# where a re-
lated issue was discussed.

FIG. 1. The string drops to the horizon first before spreading
the Rp direction.
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dx2
D 2

1
1

gN
~u32u0

3!, ~12!

and it gives the potential energy for them-m̄ pair.
The next task would be to minimize this action. In fac

essentially the same problem has already appeared in@12,13#
where the correlation function of temporal Wilson loops
five dimensions was studied. There one considers a str
rather than the D2 brane, wrapping in thet direction and
spreading in thex2 direction. Because of Eqs.~10! and~11!,
we have

e2fAGttG11G225
1

g
AGttG22. ~13!

Therefore the classical action of the string is equal tog times
that of the D2 brane discussed in the above paragra
Therefore, we can borrow the result of@12,13# to discuss the
m-m̄ correlation.

The new feature of this problem is a classical instabil
of the D2-brane world volume. When the distanceL between
m andm̄ is less than a certain critical distanceLcrit , which is
equal to 1/T times some numerical factor, there is a D2 bra
configuration minimizing the action~12! and connectingm
and m̄. If L exceeds this critical distance, there is no co
nected D2 brane configuration minimizing the action~Fig.
2!. This happens because theGtt component of the induced
metric ~10! can be made arbitrary small by going near t
horizon u5u0 reflecting the fact that the compactificatio
circle alongt is contractible in the AdS Schwarzschild g
ometry. Since the circle is contractible, the D2 brane c
split into two pieces each of which has a topology of a d
and is bounded by the trajectory ofm or m̄. Therefore, for
L.Lcrit , the potential betweenm and m̄ becomes constan
and the force between them vanishes. This suggests tha
magnetic monopole is completely screened. In this const
tion, therefore, confinement is in fact accompanied by mo

n

FIG. 2. ForL.Lcrit , there is no volume-minimizing D2 bran

configuration connecting to them-m̄ pair.
2-4
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ASPECTS OF LARGEN GAUGE THEORY DYNAMICS AS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 58 106002
pole condensation. If we view this system as finite tempe
ture QCDp11, such a complete screening indicates that
magnetic mass is infinite. This is somewhat puzzling and
will address this issue later in this section.

A similar classical instability also shows up when o
studies correlation functions of Wilson loops. If one cons
ers two Wilson loops inR4 and repeats the above analysis
compute their correlation function, one finds that, beyon
certain critical distance determined by the size of the loo
the correlation function vanishes identically. Once again,
is because the loops are contractible and the string stret
between the loops becomes classically unstable beyond
critical distance~Fig. 3!. This result is again somewhat pu
zling since one would expect that the Wilson loops corre
tion for large distance would be characterized by glueb
exchange. This result seems to indicate that the glue
mass in QCDp is infinite. To address this issue, it is useful
look into the nature of the classical instability and discu
what happens at the critical distance and beyond.

The instability of minimal surfaces has been known fo
long time. It was Euler who showed that a minimal surfa
bounded by a two concentric circle inR3 is given by a
catenoid. Let us put the two circles of radiusR0 at z5
6L/2. Euler’s catenoid is given by

Ax21y25RmincoshS z

Rmin
D , ~14!

whereRmin is the minimum radius of the catenoid, which is
function of the distanceL between the circles and the radiu
R0 determined by the relation

R05RmincoshS L

2Rmin
D . ~15!

When the two loops coincide (L50), obviously this formula
gives Rmin5R0. As one increasesL, the minimum radius
Rmin decreases. As shown in Fig. 4, however, there is a c
cal value ofLcrit51.325R0. ForL.Lcrit , there is no solution

FIG. 3. ForL.Lcrit , there is no area-minimizing string worl
sheet connecting the two Wilson loops. The critical distanceLcrit is
determined by the size of the loop.
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to Eq.~15!. There the only minimal surface is a pair of disk
bounded by the two circles, called the Goldschmit disco
tinuous solution. AtL5Lcrit , the catenoid becomes unstab
A small perturbation would make the surface to pinch a
split into the two disks.

At L,L̃crit51.056R0, the area of the catenoid is smalle
than that of the Goldschmit solution and therefore t
catenoid is absolutely stable. AtL5L̃crit , the areas of the
two solutions coincide and, forL̃crit,L,Lcrit , the catenoid
becomes more voluminous than the Goldschmit soluti
Therefore the transition from the catenoid to the Goldsch
solution atL5Lcrit is of the first order.

What does this mean for the Wilson loop correlation fun
tion? When the distance between the loopsC1 andC2 is less
than the critical distanceL,Lcrit , the main contribution to
the connected part of the correlation functio
^W(C1)W(C2)& comes from the classical string connectin
C1 andC2. At L5Lcrit , the string world sheet becomes u
stable and starts to collapse. Before the surface becomes
joint, however, the supergravity approximation breaks do
when the radius of the cylinder becomes of the order of
string lengthl s . After that, quantum fluctuations of the su
face start to support the world sheet against the total
lapse, and the two disks would be connected by a thin tub
a string scalel s . For largeL, the thin tube is represented b
the supergraviton exchange between the two disks. There
the correlation between the Wilson loops does not co
pletely vanish, but are mediated by the supergraviton
change between the disks~Fig. 5!. This indicates that the
supergravitons in the AdSp12 Schwarzschild blackhole ge
ometry should be identified with the glueballs of QCDp .

Another way to obtain glueball masses would be to co
pute correlation functions of local operators in QCDp and
look for particle poles. According to@2,3#, a two-point cor-
relation function of local operators in th
(p11)-dimensional supersymmetric gauge theory is o
tained by computing the Green’s function of the correspo
ing supergraviton~or its Kaluza-Klein cousin! on AdSp12.
Similarly acorrelation function in QCDp should be related to
a Green’s function on the AdSp12 Schwarzschild geometry

FIG. 4. For 0,L,1.3525R0, the solid curve R
5Rmincosh(L/2Rmin) intersects twice with the dotted lineR5R0,
determining the minimum radiusRmin of the catenoid. ForL
.Lcrit , there is no intersection, indicating that a catenoid solut
does not exist.
2-5
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DAVID J. GROSS AND HIROSI OOGURI PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 106002
The glueball masses computed in this way would be
same as the one that appeared in the Wilson loop correla
in the above paragraph as they are both extracted from
supergraviton propagator.

Since the bulk geometry is invariant under translation
theS13Rp direction, we can expand the supergraviton wa
f(u,t,x) in the Fourier modes as

f~u,t,x!5(
n
E dpk

~2p!pf̃n,k~u!eint1 ikx. ~16!

Each Fourier mode corresponds to a particle pole of the
relation function onRp with massk2. Those withnÞ0 are
Kaluza-Klein modes onS1 and are not of interest for QCDp .
For a givenk2, the Fourier modef̃n,k(u) obeys the second
order ordinary differential equation foru. Witten showed in
@10# that the equation has a regular solution only for discr
values ofk2, suggesting the mass gap in QCDp .

In order to actually compute the glueball masses, one
to solve the differential equation. In the AdSp12 geometry,
the differential equation for the supergraviton has three re
lar singularities and therefore can be solved analytically
ing the hypergeometric function@4,2#. For the Schwarzschild
geometry, the differential equation has four regular singul
ties ~for QCD3), with the additional singularity coming from
the horizon, and requires numerical work. Various aspect
the glueball spectrum are currently under study using
technique@19#.

The glueball masses computed in this way are quant
in the unit of the temperatureT. One might have worried tha
in the effective largeN string theory of glueballs the mas
gap ~the lowest mass of glueballs! would vanish—
corresponding to the massless mode of the string. In str
coupling lattice QCD, the leading contribution to the Wilso
loop correlator comes from a thin rectangular tube of the s
of the minimum lattice spacinga, as shown in Fig. 6. There
fore the glueball masses are of the order of 1/a in the strong
coupling. Indeed, with the standard Wilson lattice action,

FIG. 5. The string world sheet connecting the Wilson loo
collapses atL5Lcrit and is replaced by the supergraviton exchan
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glueball mass, for strong coupling is given bymglue
54/alog(g2N)@11O(1/g2N)#. To make contact with the rea
world, one would have to sum the strong coupling expans
to obtain mglue54/a f(g2N), and then let g2N
→b/ log(1/LQCDa) as a→0, obtaining~hopefully! a finite
result proportional to the QCD scaleLQCD . In the AdS pic-
ture 1/T plays the role ofa, and as the string shrinks t
distances of order 1/T the fluctuations in the extra dimen
sions produce a finite mass gap proportional toT. Thus
mglue}T f(l). As in the case of the string tension discuss
above, the computation of the 4d glueball spectrum would
require control of the string theory in a singular backgrou
with R-R charge.

III. u PARAMETER AND OBLIQUE CONFINEMENT

It is interesting to generalize the discussion of the pre
ous section to the case of QCD4 with non-zerou parameter.
Its M theory dual can be constructed as follows. Theu pa-
rameter couples to* trF`F in four dimensions, which is the
D0 brane charge on the D4 brane. Therefore, if we vi
QCD4 as the high temperature theory of the theory in fi
dimensions,u can be interpreted as the chemical poten
for D0 branes. InM theory, this is geometrically realized a
a rotation of the supersymmetric circle byu as ones goes
around the supersymmetry breaking circle once. As show
@10#, the M theory dual of QCD4 with u50 is the AdS7
Schwarzschild solution timesS4, given by

N22/3ds25~u221/u4!dt21gY M
2 u2dr21

du2

u221/u4

1u2(
i

dxi
21dV4

2 , ~17!

with periodicities

a cycle: ~t,r!→~t,r12p!

b cycle: ~t,r!→~t12p,r!. ~18!

We can turn onu in this geometry by introducing a twist a

a cycle: ~t,r!→~t,r12p!

.

FIG. 6. The glueball in the strong coupling lattice QCD.
2-6
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b cycle: ~t,r!→~t12p,r1u!. ~19!

For non-zerou, the b cycle is not contractible. Corre
spondingly the monopole condensation does not take pl
In fact them-m̄ potential would obey the area law in th
case. Ifu52pp/q for some co-prime integers (p,q), how-
ever, the cycle (qb2pa) becomes contractible in th
Schwarzschild geometry~Fig. 7!. A membrane ending on
this cycle gives a dyon of an electric charge2p and a mag-
netic chargeq, and this dyon is screened since the membr
world volume can collapse. In this case, confinement is
sociated with the condensation of this (2p,q) dyon, corre-
sponding to oblique confinement.

IV. HIGHER REPRESENTATIONS

Another interesting generalization is to consider Wils
loops for higher representations of SU(N). Using the Frobe-
nius formula,

xR~U !5
1

n! (
sPSn

xR~s!)
i 51

Ks

tr Uki, ~20!

one can relate the characterxR(U) of a representationR to a
product of traces in the fundamental representation of SUN)
as expressed in the right-hand side of the equation. Heren is
the number of boxes of the Young tableau forR, xR(s) is
the character of the permutations in the representation o
the symmetric groupSn associated to the same Young ta
leau. A permutations can be expressed as a product
cycles, andk1 , . . . ,kKs

are lengths of the cycles. Therefor
the Wilson loops expectation values for higher represe
tions are related to multiply wound loops in the fundamen
representation. The latter are computable by studying st
world sheet ending on such loops.

Let us summarize what we expect for the Wilson loo
for higher representations from the field theory analysis
QCD2, they are all computed exactly@20# as

^xR~U !&5~dimR!exp„2gY M
2 C2~R!A~C!…, ~21!

whereC2(R) is the quadratic Casimir ofR given by

C2~R!5nN1(
i

r i
22(

i
ci

22
n2

N
, ~22!

with r i andci being the lengths of the rows and the colum
of the Young tableau forR.

FIG. 7. Whenu/2p is a rational number, one can find a co
tractible cycle on the torus.
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It would be instructive to look at some examples. Forn
52, there are symmetric (S) and anti-symmetric (A) repre-
sentations. Their quadratic Casimirs are

C2~S!52N122
4

N

C2~A!52N222
4

N
. ~23!

The Frobenius formula~20! gives

xS~U !5
1

2
@~ trU !21trU2#

xA~U !5
1

2
@~ trU !22trU2#, ~24!

which can be inverted as

^trU2&5xS~U !2xA~U !

5N2e22gYN
2 NA~C!

3S 24gY M
2 A1

1

N
1••• D . ~25!

In general, Eq.~21! combined with the Frobenius formul
gives

1

Nn
^trUn&5~21!n21gY M

2n22S An211OS 1

gY M
2 N

D D
3exp„2ngY M

2 NA~C!…. ~26!

The factor (21)n21An21 is closely related to the presence
the quadratic Casimir in the string tension and it is reas
able to expect that this factor would appear in other con
ing theories as well.

The prefactor in Eq.~26! has the form of thea8 expan-
sion of the string theory. One might hope therefore to be a
to derive the leading term (21)n21An21 without detailed
knowledge of string theory on AdSp12. Let us see how far
we can go. To evaluatêtrUn& using Maldacena’s duality
one sets the Wilson loopC at u5` and considers a string
world sheet whose boundary winds aroundC n times. With
this boundary condition, the minimal surface in the AdSp11
Schwarzschild geometry~5! should look as follows. As in
the case ofn51 in Sec. II, because of theu-dependent factor
in front of ( idxi

2 , the world sheet quickly drops to the ho
rizon. After that, the world sheet is allowed to spread in t
Rp direction. For fixedu, the metric in theRp direction is
flat, so that we can use flat space intuition. It is possible
construct a smooth surface whose boundary winds arou
circle n times, but one can always reduce an area of suc
surface by shrinking a part of the surface and creating bra
points. The minimal surface constructed in this way sho
2-7
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then have a form ofn disks on the top of each other con
nected by (n21)Z2-branch points.2 The classical action for
the minimal surface is then

Sn winding5n~gN!1/~52p!T~72p!/~52p!A~C!. ~27!

To understand the prefactor (21)n21An21, we have to go
beyond the supergravity approximation. In general, strin
corrections are difficult to control since we know little abo
the formulation of string theory in a background wi
Ramond-Ramond~R-R! charges. Fortunately, we only nee
to study the 0-th order in thea8 expansion to understand th
prefactor, consequently we can neglect the R-R charge
well as the spacetime curvature. Therefore, we can trea
string world sheet as described by the free fields of
Neveu-Schwarz-~NS-! string. All we have to do then is to
compute the disk amplitude of free string theory withn
21) branch points. To the 0-th order in thea8 expansion,
this simply amounts to computing determinants of t
Laplace operators on the disk with (n21) branch points and
summing over all possible locations of the branch poin
The factorAn21 is then easy to explain as it corresponds
the entropy factor associated to the positions of the bra
points.

The sign factor (21)n21 is more interesting. It canno
come from the determinant factor since the world sheet d
not have obvious unstable modes. We claim that it is a c
sequence of the Gliozi-Scherk-Olive~GSO! projection of the
superstring theory. To the 0-th order ina8, the R-R back-
ground does not affect the world sheet theory and the
tinction between NS and R states is well defined.

When n51 ~no branch point!, the fermions around the
contourC obey NS-NS boundary conditions. Let us remi
ourselves why this is the case. As a function of a coordin
z on the disk (uzu<1), the fermionc(z) in this case is single
valued since there is no singularity in the interior of the di
To study the boundary condition around the contourC at
uzu51, it is appropriate to use another coordinateu defined
by z5eiu. Since the fermion is a spin-1/2 field, we have
multiply the transition functionAdz5e( i /2)uAdu. This means
that a fermion obeys anti-periodic boundary conditio
aroundC, i.e. it is in the NS-NS sector.

For n.1, we must take into account the presence of
branch points. Nearuzu51, we can use the covering coord
natew which is related toz by z5wn. To change coordinate
from z to w, we have to multiply the transition functio
Adz5w(n21)/2Adw. To study the boundary condition aroun
C, we use the coordinateu defined byw5eiu, and multiply
the transition functionw(n21)/2Adw5ei (n/2)uAdu to the fer-
mions. It is then clear that a fermion will obey anti-period
or periodic boundary conditions aroundC depending on

2In R3, it is known that a minimal surface bounded by any regu
curve is smooth without branch point@21#. The boundary contour in
our problem does not satisfy an assumption of this theorem a
winds around the identical circleC n times.
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whethern is odd or even. Therefore, the closed string em
ted from the Wilson loopC is in the NS-NS or in the R-R
sector depending on the parity ofn.

It is known that the GSO projection requires that amp
tudes in the R-R sector in this case should be multiplied
the sign factor (21) relative to that in the NS-NS secto
This was observed, for example, in@22# and was found to be
responsible for the cancellation between the exchange fo
of the NS-NS and the R-R fields. The string world sheet
the AdS Schwarzschild geometry has a quasi-cylindrical
gion where the world sheet quickly drops fromu5` to the
horizonu5u0 to save the energy. If we look at this region
the open string channel, to reproduce the fermion bound
condition for evenn, one has to insert the fermion numb
parity operator (21)F as one goes around the loopC. It is
then clear that the GSO projection require the sign fact
(21) for the corresponding amplitude. It is interesting
note that this result depends critically on the fact that
master field is described by fermionic string. This confirm
long-standing conjecture as to the fermionic nature of
largeN string theory that describes a confining gauge the
@23,20#.

So far we have discussed the confining case, but the s
argument should be applicable to the conformal case as w
leading to the sign factor (21)n21 in ^trUn&. In order to see
whether this is what one naturally expects, it is useful to fi
point out some puzzling feature of Maldacena’s computat
of the Wilson loop in the conformal case@7#. For a rectan-
gular Wilson loop of sidesL and R(L@R) in the N54
theory in four dimensions, he finds

1

N
^trU&5expS 1

4p2

G~1/4!4

A2gY M
2 NL

R
D ~28!

for the fundamental representation. SinceU is a unitary ma-
trix, there is an upper bound on its expectation va
(1/N)^trU&<1 which contradicts with the sign in the expo
nent in the right-hand side of Eq.~28!. One possible resolu
tion of this puzzle would be that the unitarity bound is vi
lated due to a renormalization of the operatorU. The
renormalization ofU corresponds to the mass renormaliz
tion of the quark going around the loop, and we expect it
be zero in theN54 theory. However the nonrenormalizatio
theorem assumes a supersymmetric regularization, w
would typically violate the inequality of this type. With a
explicit ultraviolet cutoff,L, which may break the supersym
metry but preserves the inequality, the Wilson loop expec
tion value would be

1

N
^trU&5expS 2cLL1

4p2

G~1/4!4

A2gY M
2 NL

R
D ~29!

for some positive constantc. If the mass renormalizationcL
for a representationR is proportional to its quadratic Ca
simir, which is reasonable, one would find

r

it
2-8
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^trUn&;~21!n21~Ln211••• !expS 2nNc0LL

1
4p2n

G~1/4!4

A2gY M
2 NL

R
D , ~30!

obtaining the sign factor (21)n21 again. The factorLn21, as
opposed toAn21 in the confining case, indicates that th
twist operators are constrained to stay along the minimumu
point in the string world sheet. It would be interesting
understand this phenomenon better from the point of view
the string theory in the AdS background.

V. BARYONS AND STRINGY EXCLUSION PRINCIPLE

TheM theory dual of QCD4 can also be used to constru
hadrons with heavy quarks and study their properties.
obtain mesons, one simply starts with a pair of quark a
anti-quark represented by Wilson lines of opposite orien
tions on a D4 brane separated fromN D4 branes. The quark
anti-quark pair is then connected by a string extend
through the AdS geometry~the Schwarzschild solution o
AdS depending on whether one studies the pure QCD or
superconformal theory!. The string generates a potential b
tween the quarks, which is either linear~confining case! or is
inversely proportional to the distance between the qua
~conformal case!. One can then study the non-relativist
quantum mechanics of the quarks in this potential to co
pute the meson spectrum. This is essentially the same an
sis as the bag model.

There is no free quark of finite energy in the confini
case; whereas in the conformal case finite mass colo
states exist. How do we see this in the supergravity pictu
Both are a consequence of the fact that the string attache
the quark must end somewhere. In the conformal case,
string can end atu50. The energy of such a string is simp
equal to the BPS mass of the quark@7#. In the confining case
the bulk geometry has the topology of a solid cylinder w
the horizonu5u0 as its axis as shown in Fig. 8. In this ca
there is no point where the open string can end and the s
has to stretch tox5` in theRp direction, costing an infinite
amount of energy.

This raises the interesting question of how one could c
struct a baryon, a SU(N) singlet bound state ofN quarks, in
this picture. We have to find a way to tie togetherN strings
emerging from the quarks. In the flat space this is not p

FIG. 8. In the Schwarzschild geometry, there is no point wh
the open string attached to the quark can end.
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sible because of the conservation of the NS-NS two-fo
charge. A quark and an anti-quark can be connected b
string since the NS-NS charge is canceled at the two
points. It is not obvious how this can be done withN end
points with the same charges. It is an amazing conseque
of supergravity that it is possible to do so in the AdS spa
In the conformal case, the dual supergravity on AdS5 has the
Chern-Simons term for the SL(2,Z) doublet two-forms
Bmn

a (a5NSNS,RR)

SCS5
5

N

2
eabE

AdS5

Ba`dBb. ~31!

This comes from the fact that the equation of motion forBa

in ten dimensions contains a coupling to the 5-form@24# as

Dm] [m,Bnr]
a 52geabFmn

rsk]rBsk
b . ~32!

A Lagrangian density which gives such an equation of m
tion would be3

LB5
1

2g
udBau21

eab

2
F`Ba`dBb. ~33!

On AdS53S5, the 5-formF carriesN units of flux onS5.
Thus, forBa’s which are constant onS5, the ten-dimensiona
Lagrangian~33! implies the Chern-Simons term~31! in five
dimensions. Similarly the 3-formCmnr in the eleven-
dimensional supergravity has the Chern-Simons term*C
`dC`dC, which upon compactification onS4, gives the
seven-dimensional Chern-Simons term on AdS7

SCS7
5

N

2EAdS7

C`dC. ~34!

As we now explain, these Chern-Simons terms make it p
sible for theN strings to combine together and end on a po
in the bulk AdS geometry.

Before explaining why theN strings can join together in
AdS, it would be instructive to review a similar but mor
familiar phenomenon in the three-dimensional gauge the
with the Chern-Simons term:

SCS3
5

N

2E AdA ~35!

for an Abelian gauge fieldA. Suppose the electric charge o
the theory is quantized so that we allow a gauge transfor
tion A→A1du with u defined modulo integer. Let us pe
form a gauge transformation byu which has a discontinuity

3Although the complete Lagrangian for the IIB supergravity in t
dimensions is not known, for the purpose of the discussion here
only need a Lagrangian for the two-form. Since we are only c
sidering the classical supergravity, any Lagrangian which gives
~32! should be good enough.

e

2-9
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du51 across a two-dimensional surfaceD2 with the topol-
ogy of disk. The variation of the Chern-Simons term und
this gauge transformation is

dSCS3
5NE

AdS3

d~udA!5NE
D2

dA5N R
C
A, ~36!

whereC is the boundary of the diskD2. Thus, if there is a
Wilson loopC carryingN units of charge, we can absorb
into the Chern-Simons term by the gauge transformation.
the same reason, if we putN particles of unit charge on th
top of each other, the composite particle decouples from
gauge fieldA.

The above story can be immediately generalized to
case of string with the Chern-Simons term~31!. The super-
gravity action is invariant under the gauge transformat
Bmn→Bmn1] [m,ln] . Since theB-field charges are quantize
with the unit charges carried by the fundamental string a
the D string, the gauge transformation parameterl does not
have to be a single-valued vector field on AdS5, but its inte-
gral rCl around a closed contourC can jump by an intege
amount. Suppose such a discontinuity ofl occurs across a
four-dimensional subspaceM4 of AdS5. Since the disconti-
nuity dl has to be such thatrCdl is an integer and therefor
is invariant under smooth deformation of the contourC, dl
is closedddl50 on M4 and it can locally be written as
dl5du with u is defined modulo integers. Under such
gauge transformation, the Chern-Simons term~31! changes
as

dSCS5
5NeabE

AdS5

d~ladBb!

5NeabE
M4

dladBb5NeabE
M4

d~uadBb!. ~37!

Suppose further thatM4 has the topology ofS13M3 with
M3 being a three-dimensional space bounded by a t
dimensional surfaceS and thatu (RR) jumps by 1 across a
point on S1 ~times M3) while u (NSNS) is continuous. The
gauge variation ofSCS5

can then be written as an integral

B over S,

dSCS5
5NE

S
B~NSNS!. ~38!

ThereforeN string world sheets wrapping on a contractib
surfaceS in AdS5 can be absorbed into the Chern-Simo
term ~31! by the gauge transformation. This also means th
if we put N strings on the top of each other, it decoupl
from B(NSNS).

The string can be viewed as a soliton of the supergra
with the B(NSNS) charge@25#. The fact thatN strings de-
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couple fromB(NSNS) suggests that one can construct a sup
gravity solution in whichN strings join together at a point in
AdS5.4 This defines a baryon in the conformal case. T
baryon in QCD3 is obtained by simply compactifying thi
picture onS1. Because of the Chern-Simons term~31!, N
strings can end on a point in the Schwarzschild geome
The resulting string configuration is very similar to the o
suggested much earlier in@26#.

It is obvious that this phenomenon also holds for clos
strings—N closed strings can join together and disappea
AdS5. This may be viewed as a higher dimensional gener
zation of the stringy exclusion principle pointed out by Ma
dacena and Strominger@27#. They showed that there is a
upper bound on the number of BPS particles in AdS3. Al-
though they derived this result by studying the spectrum
chiral primary fields in the dual conformal field theory in tw
dimensions, it is also possible to show this using the Che
Simons term for the SU(2)3 SU(2) gauge field in AdS3
@28#. The mechanism we described in the above is a nat
generalization of this to AdS5 with the gauge field being
replaced byB(NSNS).

Let us turn to the case of QCD4. To construct baryons in
this case, we have to start with a membrane of the superg
ity in AdS7. Wrapping the membrane on the supersymme
preserving circle gives a string on the AdS7 Schwarzschild
geometry. The membrane carries a charge with respect to
3-form C, and the Chern-Simons term~34! can create a
membrane withN units of charges. Therefore, once again,N
open strings can join together in the bulk.

Thus, in both the conformal and confining cases, a bar
is constructed asN heavy quarks joined together byN open
strings ending at a point in the AdS geometry.~See Fig. 9.!
The total energy of the baryon is the sum of the geode
length of the strings. In the confining case, it is proportion
to a sum of four-dimensional distances between the qua
and the location of the string junction~projected toR4). In
the conformal case, it is a sum of~distance! 21. Although the
location of the string junction is dynamical, in the largeN
limit, we can use the Born-Oppenheimer approximation a
regard it as a fixed point in the AdS geometry. TheN quarks

4While this paper was being typed, we learned of the work@11#
where it is shown thatN strings can end on the 5-brane wrapping
S5 and localized on AdS5. This verifies our claim that such a su
pergravity solution should exist in AdS5.

FIG. 9. Baryon is constructed asN strings joining together at a
point in the bulk.
2-10
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ASPECTS OF LARGEN GAUGE THEORY DYNAMICS AS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 58 106002
then move independently under the potential given by
string stretched between them and the junction. The m
spectrum of the baryon can then be obtained by solvin
one-body problem of the quark in the potential.

It would perhaps be worthwhile to point out that the e
istence of theN string junction does not contradict with th
vanishing of theq-q potential in the conformal case. If yo
have aq-q pair, in addition to the obvious string configura
tion where a string stretched from each quark ends ou
50, one may consider joining them at a point from whi
(N22) strings come out. This may seem to give a no
trivial potential between the quarks. However the (N22)
strings should end somewhere, and the only place they
end is atu50. ForN.4, it is clear that it costs less energ
if we move theN string junction towardu50. We then end
up recovering the obvious configuration where the t
strings separately end atu50, without a non-trivial potential
betweenq-q ~Fig. 10!.

A similar configuration can be considered in the confini
case. In this case, however, there is no place where theN
22) strings can end, except atx5` in Rp costing infinite
energy to create~Fig. 11!, as expected from the quark con
finement. The same discussion holds for any non-sin
combination of quarks.

VI. DISCUSSION

In the previous sections we have discussed many asp
of the dynamics of largeN gauge theory for strong coupling
as calculated using the dual supergravity, string orM theory.
In all cases the results are remarkably consistent with
intuition and expectations. This strengthens our faith in
validity of the duality between these pictures. Howev
there is no strong evidence to date that these pictures act
overlap—they could be descriptions of two quite differe
phases of the same theory.

Consider the duality between the conformally invaria
N54 gauge theory in four dimensions and string theory
the AdS53S5 background. The strongest form of this duali
is to claim that these two are equivalent for all values of
and l. However, perturbative string theory is defined as
asymptotic expansion ings5gYM

2 5l/N. So perhaps a safe
conjecture is the equivalence of these two formulations
N5`, the classical limit of string theory and the planar lim

FIG. 10. It is energetically favorable to move theN string junc-
tion to u50, leaving the two separate strings.
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of the gauge theory, or in the asymptotic 1/N expansion.
Here one is on firmer ground since the weak coupl

expansion of theN5` conformally invariant gauge theor
might very well converge@29,30# and there is no reason t
expect the 1/l;curvature expansion of string theory to d
verge. If so, one could then imagine, in principle, using t
largel expansion~or even better the exact solution! of clas-
sical string theory to define the gauge theory for all couplin
If one could do this for the compactified non-supersymme
theory as well, then one could construct continuum QCD,
takingl to zero in the manner of asymptotic freedom, as o
lets the compactification radii vanish. So far there is
strong evidence for even this form of the conjecture; sin
the calculations of quantities in string theory can only
done for largel and in the gauge theory only for smalll.

There is, however, a possibility that the conjecture has
be weakened even further. Namely, it is possible that
gauge theory picture is valid for weak coupling, the stri
theory for strong coupling, and there is no region where th
are both valid—i.e. there is a phase transition atl5lcr . This
is a ubiquitous phenomenon in largeN theories@31#, includ-
ing the one-plaquette model@32#, QCD2 on the sphere
@33,34# and is believed to be the case~even for finiteN) for
lattice QCD. In the case of lattice QCD such a transiti
leads one to suspect that the effective string theory that
be deduced from the strong coupling expansion canno
extended to the continuum theory. If this were the case h
as well, it would mean, unfortunately, that these dualities
not as powerful as one might hope, and in particular o
might not be able to use them to construct the master fi
string theory, of QCD. On the other hand, the existence
such a phase transition would make the conjectured dua
seem more reasonable, by eliminating some of the parad
cal aspects of the duality@35#.
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FIG. 11. A similar configuration in the confining case cos
infinite energy, as expected from the quark confinement.
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